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Wolfgang Zenker winner MYWebsport event
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© MYWebsport
Wolfgang Zenkner, the winner of the tournament ahead of Martin Horn
INNSBRUCK - Wolfgang Zenkner, the still reigning champion in one cushion, is the winner of the first
MYWebsport tournament. The German specialist from Munich started in Innsbruck and finished ahead of
another German top player: Martin Horn. Third was Kahofer Arnim, the best Austrian allround player.
The evening was very exciting with billiards matches at five locations with the MYWebsport facilities that
participated in the tournament. The top three players in the ranking all had chances to win until the last round. Arnim Kahofer needed as victory against
Wolfgang Zenkner, but the German finished the match in seven innings (50-37) and then had to wait for the result in the match between Martin Horn and Markus Dömer.

In that high level match, the two Germans played a draw, 50-50 in four innings. As a result, Zenkner was
the overall winner with a better average (8.785) than Horn (6.937).
Zenkner afterwards: ,,I'm happy that I won the tournament with such a strong competition. In the decisive
moments, I was a little lucky.'' Martin Horn was not quite pleased with himself, but proved himself a sportive second: ,,Wolfgang deserved to win. He's
been one of the best one cushion players in the world for many, many years. And he can still maintain, despite his advanced age. That deserves a great respect.''

The organizers were pleased with the responses and the results: ,,We have shown that it is possible with
MYWebsport to play a 'boundless' billiards tournament in compact form. That's a new future, in addition
to the standard national and international calendar for players who want to play billiards without traveling.
Moreover, it brings variety to the daily tournaments.''
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